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THEORETICAL AND EXPERil"'JoNTAL INVt:STIGATION OF _A DYNAMIC 
Abstract 
MODEL FOR SMALL REFRIGERATING SYSTEMS 
M. J. P. Janssen 
L. J. M. Kuijpers 
J. A. de Wit' 
PHILIPS Research Labs 
Eindhoven (NL) 
In recent years many models for a simulation of the transients in a refrigeration cycle have been presented; most of them were aimed at an efficiency optimization and concern heat pump applications. These models assume either a three zone division in the heat exchangers and/or thermodynamic equilibrium in the two phase parts. 
A different dynamic model has been designed for simulating a small refrigerating cycle as e.g. applied in domestic equipment. A multiple node model is used here for the description of the heat exchangers. This multiple node character is necessary for an accurate calculation of superheated and subcooled areas. In the model a mean void fraction approach is used in order to be able to describe the distribution of liquid and vapour in the two phase areas. This distribution is of influence in the calculation of the consequences of a certain fixert refrigerant charge applied. 
Various assumptions for the basis for calculations using coefficients which take into account heat transfer and flow processes on the "outside" of the cycle; these coefficients are determined from steady state experiments or calculations. The emphasis in this paper is laid on a study of the influence of this approach on the overall accuracy. 
Experiments and calculations for a start-up/ pull-down phase of an upright freezer with evaporator shelves are given. A sensitivity analysis is carried out in order to investigate the accuracy of the dynamic model itself and the importance of the accuracy of the steady state coefficients used. 
Keywords: Dynamic Model, Small Refrigeration Systems, Mean Void Fraction, start-up Phase. 
RECHERCHE EXPERIMENT ALE E'l' THEO\UQUE 0' UN MODELE DYNAMIQUE D' UN PETIT SYSTEME FRIGORIFIQUE 
RESUME AU cours des derni~res ann~es on a pr~sent6 de nombreux modeles de simulation en r~gime transitoire d'un cycle frigorifique, la plupart destin~s a optimiser le rendement et concernant des ap-lications de pompes a chaleur. Ces modeles consJ.stent a diviser en trois zones les echangeurs de chaleur et/ou rechercher l'equilibre thermodynamique dans les partles on r~gime biphasique. 
Un modele dynamique diff~rent a ~t~ conc;:u pour simuler un petit syst~me frigorifique, tel un equipement m~nager. On utilise un modele a noeuds multiples pour d~crire les ~changeurs de chaleur. Cette caracteristique des noeuds multiples est necessaire a un calcul precis des zones surchauff~es et sous-refroidies. Dans le mod~le on utilise 
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une etude de la fraction moyenne de vide pour decrire la
 repartition 
du liquide et de la vapeur dans les zones biphasiques. C
ette repar-
tition a une influence sur le calcul des consequences po
ur une charge 
fixee de frigorigene. 
Plusieurs hypotheses ont ete formulees pour la base des 
calculs en 
utilisant des coefficients tenant compte des processus d
e transfert 
de chaleur et d'ecoulement a "l'exterieur" du cycle ; ces coefficients 
sent determines a partir d'experiences ou calculs en regime permanent. 
Cette communication insiste sur l'etude de !'influence d
e ce mode 
d'etude sur la precision generale. 
On presente les experiences et les calculs de la phase d
e demar-
rage/mise en regime d'une armoire-congelateur avec etage
res evapora-
trices. Une analyse de la sensibilite est effectuee pour
 apprecier la 
precision du modele dynamique lui-m~me et l'importance d
e la pre-
cision des coefficients de regime permanent utilises. 
Mots-cles : modele dynamique, petits systemes frigorifiq
ues, fraction 
de vide moyenne, phase de demarrage. 
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THEORETICAL AND EXPERIMEN I'AL INVESTIGATION OF 
A DYNAMIC MODEL FOR SMI\LL REFRIGERATING SYSTEMS 
M~J.J>. Janssen, L.J.iVL Kuijpers, J.A. rl~ Wit 
PHILIPS Research Labonnories, PO Box 80 000. Eindhoven (Nl) 
Nomenclature 
/J nn.:a lm') (J. mean void frl.ldion (-) 
c thermal capacity (W/Kl 'l length (ml 
l rnultiplicatiOn l';tclor (·I I' der;1ity (kg/ m') 
" enthalpy (J/kg) trm~ const,mt Is) k heat tr,msfer coetl. (W;m'K) 
M ma~::.. (\q~) wbs~npts 
m m.:.ts~ Jlow (kg;>) c conJL·nsa11on 
I' pres~ure (Nrm'l cro~~-s~ction 
p perimeter (111) cvapor,1tion 
T temperature (K) f f1uid 
I lime (s) I, hq liquid 
v volume (ml) o,ou1 outlet 
X qualiry (·) \ V"-j10Ut 
r::oordinm~ (-) \V wo.ll 
0: local void fraction (-) surroLmdings 
1. INTRODUCTION 
A mathematical analysis of refrigeration systems is often made by the use of steady-state models. 
For the inve~tigalion of a number of phenomena in small refrigeration systems this kind of mod-
elling proved to be appropriate /1 ,2,3/. The literature mentioned concentrates on the effect of a 
fixed amount of refrigerant in capillary tube equipped ;ystems. Void fraction models (VFM) proved 
lo be an important part in order to obtain valid conclusions. 
In normal refrige,ation systems which are on/off comrolled. steady state condition~ are rarely ob-
tained_ Investigation of the influence of the dimensioning of components and of the control strategy 
require the application of models taking into account the transient behaviour. 
Th~ aim of thi> paper i; to present a model which can be applied for the design and optimization 
of small refrigeration systems as e.g. used in domestic equipment. ln practice it is important to 
study this kind of system; during several hours; therefore a fast model ha> to be used in the de-
velopment of small refrigeration systems. The model also hao. to be flexible, since in development 
a large number of component modifications has to be studied. 
In !he transient situations, occurring during start-ups and onjoff operation. the heal exchangers 
play a dominating role; then· behaviour also depends on the total amount of refrigerant charge in 
the system. As far as the refrigerant !low and heal transfer is concerned~ these components should 
therefore be modelled in a detailed way. Other components and effects may be implemented using 
steady state characteristics. E.g. this holds for lhe heat Wmsfer on the air side of the evaporator 
or !he condenser. The conscquenc:es of rhis kind of implementation arc rhe main subject of this 
contribution. 
It is useful to present a comparison or lhe models published up lo now. Most of them are only 
smtablc for use by the spccialtsts who designed and tested them_ It is therefore impossible to com-
pare phenomena occurring in the practical use of these modc!s. Only possiblities and shortcomings 
in modelling itself can be analy:;:ed. Comparisons and recommendations for what a model should 
comprise if ir has to be used for small systems are given m section 2. The next section describes the 
pnnc1pl~s of a new model proposed_ ln section 4 expenmenls on u small appliance and the semi-
rwrly of a number of approximations in the simulation model are presented. Conclusions can be found m scclwn 5. 
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2. COMPARISON OF MODELS 
A review of the literature shows that there is an increasing number of publications
 in the area' of 
dynamic refrigerarion modelling. Many of the studies refer to start-ups of heat pum
p installations. 
Most of the literature gives a short review on the models published so far and con
cludes that the 
development of new model should be preferred. A comparison of five recent models
 was e.g. given 
by Rajendran and Pate at Purdue, 1986 /41. They, in their mrn, also stated that a new model would 
be useful which should form a balance between comprehensiveness and simplicity. 
From two reviewing articles on dynamic modelling some different poims of view sho
uld be quoted. 
In an article on optimum conditions for dynamic functioning, Kruse and Upmeie
r 15/ conclude 
thai, in spite of all the work, "there is a lack of applying the performance of compu
ter simulation 
for a better understanding of the parameters affecting the energy losses during cycli
ng opaation." 
This is exactly one of the main fields of applications for the optimization of sma
ll refrigerating 
systems. In 1986 James and James published two technical memos /6, 71 which present an analysis 
and a survey of dynamic mathematical models for refrigeration systems. For a mo
re extended re-
view the latter survey /71 should be referred to where the authors conclude that, since 1973, the 
mathematical models derived "have been variations on a theme with only a few imp
rovements be-
ing made." 
Within the framework of this study a comparison of various topics found in the lit
erature is con-
sidered to be necessary as well. 
Most of the models consider the different parts in the heat exchangers as stirred ta
nks, to be seen 
as so called single nodes, and apply Euler methods for the solution of the equations.
 This holds for 
Dhar and Soedel's model published in 1979 181, and also for more recent models as e.g. published 
by James and James /91. These models often concentrate on start-ups with large transients, so the 
calculational time steps have to be small, of the order of 0.005 s -as mentioned by C
hi and Didion 
jlOI- to 0.025 s /91. Murphy and Goldschmidt consider both start-ups and shut-downs of a system 
Ill, 12/. They are mainly interested in the condenser and evaporator pressure behavi
our during 
the first seconds; compared to the influence of the heat exchangers, capillary tube
 characteristics 
are more important here. Simulation of long operation times would require time ste
ps of the order 
of seconds. For this kind of time steps Euler methods are unstable. 
Time steps in the order of seconds require the use of implicit solution schemes, whi
ch, in turn, are 
characterized by a considerable amount of compute~; CPU time per step. This soluti
on method has 
been published recently by Sami /131, who uses a lumped parameter, single node model. As an extra 
detail the author mentions the use of a new scheme, developed by his own, for the
 calculation of 
the void fraction for two-phase flow inside pipes. 
The use of the momentum equation w calculate pressur.: loss is seldom considered; Ch
i and Didion 
did take this effect into account and therefore had to choose a very short time step 
1101. Brasz and 
Koenig /14/ recommend neglecting the acceleration terms and calculating, if necessar
y, the pressure 
loss afterwards. They concentrate their studies on heat transfer and fluid flo
w in the heat 
exchangers. in which they use an implicit solution method with a step size of 0.1 s. 
In a study of the flow in condensers and evaporators Wedekind and collaborators
 I 15, 16/ use a 
moving boundary model for the two-phase part. Using this model they investigate 
the application 
of a mean void fraction. determined via an integration of a separate VFM. 
Since 1984 the use of multiple node models has got more and more emphasis
 /12, l 7. 18;'. 
MacArthur 117 I uses thts grid spacing and studies local effects in the heat exchangers. He mentions 
the use of equilibrium conditions in the heat exchanger but doe~ not give a slip rel
ationship in an 
explicit manner. In a subsequent contribution in 1987, MacArthur 119/ concludes that the lack of 
a VFM or slip model -which was 11ot used in the aforementioned investigation- re
sults in inaccu-
rate refrigerant mass distributions. At the same time he presents a sophisticated. ne
w model and 
mentions time steps ofthe order of 10 s obtained with a fully implicit method; this w
hen applying 
the method to the heat exchangers in a separate way. Yet the use of his VFM require
s further study 
and the use of fixed boundaries -equal to the grid spacing- probably yields difficult
ies; this will be 
the re<lson that he states a so called reduced-order moving boundary heal exchanger model 
being 
therefor~ under development I 19/. 
C:xtensi~e models for expansion valves <llld compre>sors are used in u 11Um~er of 
the nforcmen" 
tioned dynamic models. It has nN been inve>tigated whether 5lmplc modeb tor thes
e component> 
would yield equally good results. However, it c<lll be assumed that the tun~ depende
ncy ol the 
'-'<""!ll'f~~'ion and expamton proce>> is I]()\ important and lhtll nnlv hcd1 ll".lll'lcr pnl<
:~'-'"' Ill lhc,c· 
~..:uP1p~)!1Cill~. ~.hou!d he tltb.•.'n JilL, t:D!l"'ldi..'r,lli·'ll. 
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3. DESCRIPTION OF THE MODEL 
For the model described in the present paper the reCrigerating system is subdivided into six com-ponents. Each of these components will be discussed separately below. 
3.1 Heat exchangers 
In the present model most attention is paid to the heat exchangers, both evaporator and condenser. In general the conservation equations for mass, momentum and energy describe the transient re· spouse of the fluid inside the heat exchangers. Assuming one dimensional now, no pressure loss, neither gravity effects nor axial conduction (high Peclet number) and neglecting the kinetic energy of the fluid and viscous dissipation, one can derive the following conservation equation for mass and energy for a heat exchanger element with length Az : 
aM ""_ am .c." ar Jz -. 
iJMh _ V !!E._= _ i!rnh /1;: + kA (T _ T) iJf d/ iJz I I W 
(I) 
(2) 
This somewhat unusual representation of the conservation equations (in M and h) is convenient for coupling with other type of equations which will be described later. 
For calculating the tran~ient re>ponsc in the heat exchangers the momentum equation with its transient tenns must also be solved. Simultaneously a solution for the pressure waves is obtained; these pressure waves are staled to be of minor imporrance for the large transients, which are mainly determined by heat transfer processes /7, 14/. Moreover, solving the momentum equation will lead to a large computer CPU time increase because of the small time scale effects of the acoustic waves. Due lo the fact that the non-uansiem terms in the momentum equation, i.e. the pressure loss, are neglected in this investigation, the complete momentum equation is omitted. To complete the sys-tem of equations it is necessary to add the following relationships: 
M = p V , p = <D1 (p, h) , T = <1>2 (p, h) (3,4,5) 
Here functions <D, and <D, are representations of the same refrigerant equation of state. Equations (I) to (5) form a set of non linear partial differential equations (PDE) which are solved iteratively. The response of the beat exchanger wall can be calculated using the energy equation: 
aT., . 
CwBt = k0A0 (T""- 1w)- k;A, (Tw- T) (6) 
The above set of equations gives a good de~cription of the single pha'e parts in the heat exchangers. However, in the two-phase region the thermodynamic properties of the fluid can only be correlated if certain assumptions on 1he !low field are made. The average density and enthalpy of the fluid can be calculated if a relation is given between the void fraction ct and the quality x (ratio of vapour IO total massflow). For homogeneous l1ow this relation can be derived from conservation princi-ples. However, in practice a non-homogeneous l1ow in the heat exchangers is observed and a VFM has to be used. 
Equal sets of equations can now be used for all three parts in the heat exchangers: the subcooled liquid, the two-phase and the superheated part. The heat exchangers arc divided into a number of elements and a distributed (multiple node) model is thus created. It is emphasised by the authors that a distributed model is necessary for a correct simulation of small refrigeration systems. These systems are usually not provided with liquid accumulators and are charged with a certain fixed amount of refrigerant. Due to these facts and the use of a capillary tube, the heal exchangers are not always properly filled with evaporating or condensing refrigerant. Considerable parts of the heat exchangers contain subcoolcd or superheated refrigerant. The temperature of these parts is a function of the position in the heat exchanger. One way to account for these temperature profiles is the use of a distributed model. The subcooled and superheated parts have a severe influence on the transient behaviour of the heat exchanger as a whole. 
The model de;cribcd above leads to problems if the solution procedure selected by the authors for solving t~e complete system is applied. It is nece;sary to use especially this solution procedure as will be discussed below. The problems arise when the transition point between a single phase and the two-phase arc~ passes from one element to another. At that stage it is necessary to switch from one thermodynamic property relation valid for lhe single phase to another relation valid for the two 
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Fig. 1. Schematic lay out of the condenser heat exchanger 
with the two-phase boundary length coordinates 
I -/ 
phase region. This yields convergence problems since the solut
ion method uses an iterative ap-
proach. Therefore another description is used for the two-phase 
parl which takes into account the · 
movement of the boundaries of the two-phase area /15. 16/. In Fig, 1 th
e "numerical" lay-out of 
the heat exchanger is given in a schematic way. 
For the two-phase part the following conservation equations for
 mass and energy can be derived 
assuming thermal equilibrium between the vapour and the liquid:
 
:t {(p, (I -IX)+ Pv IX) Ac('12- 'It)} "' fflnt - rn,72 
d'lt dl'f2 
- {Pt (1- o:) + Pv o:}~t Ac---;[1 +{Pi (1- ri) + Pv ri},1zAc---;{t (7) 
I~' k,P (Tw- 1) dz + {ri1[h1 (1 - x) + h, x]},1t - {m[h, (1- x) + hv x]},12 
=~ry, 
(8) 
The response of the heat exchanger wall is again calculated by m
eans of equation (6). In general 
the void fraction models are supplied in local void fraction form:
 
C(:o:(x, T,m, ... ) 
(9) 
This local void fraction model is needed in case the b0undaries of
 the two-phase areas coincide with 
the physical boundaries of the heat exchanger, i.e, in the case 
of 11ot complete condensation or 
evaporation. Nevertheless. in all cases a mean void fra.::tion is re
quired which is defined as: 
'X -= \' 
1 
• -I-''' a (x , ... ') d.-.: 
. 112- -~.tl ,-~ ,.,,, 
(10) 
This integral over the quality range is transfonned to an inte
gral over the length of the heat 
exchanger by assuming a linear relationship between quality of t
he flow and position. In this way 
equation (10) is transformed to an integral over the length whic
h equation is used to derive the 
equations (7) and (8) from lhe general con~ervation fonn. 
The VFM published by Premoli /20/ is used in thi> investigation. Its selection 
is based on separate 
investigations /1.2/ on steady state functioning of appliances. It must be emphasized
 that especially 
in small refrigeration systems the prediction of the charge distribu
tion is important since a capillary 
tube i> applied and no acclunulat0rs are used. 
The two ordinary differential equations (ODE's), given a> equations
 (7) and (8), form a complete 
set 0f equations, together wtth the VFM and thermodynamic rela
tions for the saturated conditions 
of the flttid: this set of equations is solved iteratively for the entir
e two-phase area. 
The ODE's for the two-phase part must be coupled with the PDE
's l'or the single phases. Very 
special attention ha8 w be pmd to the description of the single phas
e elements bounded by the 
tW<J-pha::.e region. Equatwns (I) to {5) c~n be- ltscd for these cle
ments. but a term for the moving 
boundurv hus to be included. 
The ~oniplele set of ~quations J'or the heat exchangers has no
w been derived. The necessary 
bound<a·v conditions l'or lhc <:ondenser are the l1u1d mnsst1ow 
at tnkt and outlet and the mld 
unperature. For tlw cv<tporawr the bl>und•u·y condnions to be 
o.urplid <tre the inkt quality ,md 
1 h.; mas·,tln11 .1r inkr and nutkl. 
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.<": t ompn·,~or ,md •:r•I'IIJl'L'~'ot ··twil 
1'h~o. r..:nin[)!VC,'--.01 UlliiC.'l qu~~nlltlc''~ 1..\~n Jn ~cu~·:~ll \l~ d•::tiJl('J '>\ltL· 
nr = f: V\, J',.J. (I U::!J 
The algebrdic form of the equations expresses that these qucm~ities are defin~d in quasi-otationary fprm. The equ<~t.ion:; them~ehes form approximation> to expenmentally obtamed daw. In the simulation the compressor shell is included. The intcr.1ction between the refrigerant <~nd the oil in the shell i> uccountcd for by means of equilibrium- slate relation~ defining the refrigenwt dissolution in oil: 
( 1 3) 
By calculating the he<tt transfer proccsse~ within the ~hell ;md from the shell tO the ambient. the oil temperature is c<tlculatcd. The response of the fluid inside the shell is calculated u'ing the equations (l) 10 (5) with extru terms for the refrigerant fluid n"w into or out of lhe oil and cxtr,, lem1S for the heat transfer processes. 
3.3 Capillary 
The massflow through the capillary tube can generally be expressed by: 
(14) 
where the enthalpy denotes the condenser outlet ,-nthalpy. The inclusion of advanced mathematiGal models in the dynamic simulation in order to obtain the massllow will increase the calculation time considerably. Therefore large numbers of calculations were performed with a separate model /21/ the results of which were approximated by polynomial functions. These functions could be derived due to the limited number of influencing parameters. 
3.4 Cabinet 
The appliance itself is modelled by dividmg the walls into several elements. The element> in their turn are divided into a number of layers which form the basis for the discretisation of the Fourier heat conduction equation. The heat flow i~ considered to be one dimensional, i.e. only perpendic-ular to the walls of the appliance. At the wall surfaces appropriate heat exchange coefficients are introduced. The internal heat capacity of the appliance is modelled in the form of one node. The response of this node is calculated according to: 
(15) 
were Qe~•ap, is the heat absorbed by wall element i of the evaporator. 
3.5 Solution method 
The PDE's and the ODE's for the heal exchangers are coupled lo the equations for the compressor. capillary and the compressor shell. In this way the necesoary boundary condition~ for the heat exchangers are obtained. All equations are discretizcd in a fully implicit form following an upwind scheme in order to ensure a stable calculation. 
Rather large time steps, of the order of 1 to 2 seconds, can be used but they depend greatly of course on the number of elements chosen for the heal exchangers and on the absolute values of the capacities in the system. The fully implicit form is <tlso used for the compressor and capillary re-lations which imp lie> that these relations are supplied in terms of the variables al the new time level. 
The disadvantage of the implicit scheme is that at every time step an iteration is necessary. The convergence can only be guaranteed for a limited time step size and depends also on the form of the non-linearities incorporated (equations of state, VFM, etc.). The iteration in the heat exchangers is performed by searching for the correct pressure for which the outlet massflow is equal to the massflow through the next component. For instance, for the condenser pressure, iterations are performed via a Newton process until the outlet massflow equals the capillary massl1ow within a specified tolerance. Due to this tolerance a mass inconsistency in the system origmales and at every lime step a very small inaccuracy in the total mass balance in the system is created. In case of large simulations, however, the error m<lY increase to unacceptable lcveis. Therefore the total mass in lhe system is continuously adjusted by adding a very small mass as a correcrion of the mass balance in the compressor shell. 
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3.6 Use of the model 
With t.he solution method_ discussed it pro~ed poss
ible to simulate 10 on/off periods (2 periods per 
hour) m approxunately 1) mmutes CPU t1mc on a
n IBM3081 mainframe. 
The model has been extended with data banks co
ntaining the specifications of a number of com-
ponents and several input/output facilities in order
 to obtain a "user friendly" program as a whoie_ 
Selection of components can easily btl made and n
ew ones can be added. It is also possible to use 
more condensers or evaporators in series. In this 
way it is possible to calculate a broad range of 
appliance types, upright freezers, freezer/ refrigera
tor combinations etc. The aim of the dynamic 
model research is to obtain an appropriate and pra
ctical tool for the development department. That 
this aim has been achieved is demonstrated by the exten
sive use of the program at present 
4. COMP ARJSON WITH MEASUREMENTS 
Temperature measurements were performed on a 
290 l domestic, static upright freezer appliance. 
The appliance is equipped with seven evaporator 
shelves with a total surface area of 2.35 m
2 ; the 
condenser is of the lo\JVre type and has a total sur
face area of 1.0 m2 
Two measurements were carried out as follows. 
In the equilibrium "off" situation -refrigerant 
vapot~r in all components at ambient temperature-
the compressor is started and is operated until 
the equilibrium "on", steady state situation is reac
hed after 8 to 10 hours; the total is defined as a 
''pull-down" measurement. The differences betwe
en the two measurements can be found in the 
compressor and capillary capacity and the refriger
ant charge. In the second measurement ("B", Fig. 
3) an extra thermal capacity (5.2 kg of copper mat
erial) is put inside the appliance. 
Both measurements are simulated in the "stalldard"
 configuration and the results are also presented 
in Figs. 2 and 3. In the ~imulation physical data a
re used as e.g. for the air side heat exchange 
coefficients or the compressor mass flow which ar
e obtained from separate, steady state measure-
ments or from literature. It can be observed that 
the simulations and measurements correlate very 
well in the steady state situation. This in itself is n
ot surprising since steady state physical param-
eters are applied here. The start-up phase, i.e. the
 first two hours of operation, represents the most 
severe condition for calculational predictions. It can 
be deduced from Figs. 2 and 3 that the 
"standard" simulation and measurement do indeed
 differ considerably during this transient part. 
The aim of this investigation is to estimate the influ
ence of the steady state character of the physical 
relations used in the transient mode. The eleven m
ost important relations hold for: 
L compressor massflow 7. eva
porator internal heat exch. coefficient 
2. compressor outlet temperature 8. cv
apoutor Cl'Iemal heat cxch. coefficient 
3. condenser internal heat cxeh. coefficient 9. ev
aporator V FM 
4_ condenser external heat exch. coefficient 10. ref
rigerant-on dissolution 
5. condenser VFM ll. the
 use of an "onc"nodc" model to account 
6. capillary mass!1ow for
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Fig .. l. Compnrison bl.~twccn pull·down 
mt<lsur~ment and ·•standard'" >imulation 
(pull-down "W). 
The effect of imroducing variatinns (order of magnitude, Lime dependency) to the above relations has been slLtdied for one of the tests ("A'', Fig. 2). Comparison is made between a number of datu which are considered representative: 
o the evaporation temperature at 30 min; 
o the evaporator wall temperature at 30 min; 
o the cell "one-node" temperature at 90 min; 
o the time at which the condenser temperature "peaks"; o rhe maximum condenser wall temperature (see point 3); o the condenser subcooling degree at 30 min_ 
The evaporator or condenser wall temperature is defined as that wall temperature of the heat exchanger where evaporation or condensation takes place at the inside. 
The steady state relations are varied following 
rp = ¢,.1 ( I + f exp ( -t f r)) (16) 
where rj>., represents one of the eleven parameters given above_ Values for " used range from zero to two hours, so that the steady state value rf>u is always used when simulating equilibrium "on" conditions. 
The sensitivity analysis is performed by a separate variation of each of the parameters. The aim of the investigation is to study which variation yields a better agreement between measurement and calculation, i.e. a lowering of both the condenser and evaporator temperatures and a time shift in the condenser temperature peak (see Figs. 2 and 3). It should be underlined that there is a strong link between both temperatures; i.e. a lower evaporation temperature directly influences the condensation pressure or temperature, which is mainly caused by the capillary and compressor characteristics. Each effect of a parameter variation is described separately below and is shown in Table I. 
I. Compressor Mass Flow. Only an unrealistic increase of the volumetric capacity yields a de-crease in the evaporator temperature, however, at the same time to an increase in the condenser temperature. 
2. Compressor Outlet Temperature. In practice a lower outlet temperature will appear compared to the steady state values, since it depends on warming-up of the thermal capacities present within the compressor shell. A substantial decrease of the outlet temperature results in a small decrease of the condenser and an equal value for Lhe evaporator temperature. 3. Condenser Inside Heat Exchange. This effect has not been investigated since the outside -na-tural convection- heat exchange, with its much lower order of magnitude, is predominant. 4. Condenser Outside Heat Exchange. Only by an unrealistic increase of the convection coefficient the temperature peak can be somewhat decreased and delayed. 5. Condenser VFM. Large influences on temperatures are observed when the mean void fraction, derived from the VPM, is substantially decreased. This parameter proves to be of paramount influence and investigations are more extensively described below. 6. Capillary Mass Flow. Due Lo the coupling of condenser and evaporator temperature via the capillary characteristics, contrary effects are obtained, e.g. a decrease of the evaporator and an increase of the condenser temperature. 
••~-----•••~~----~~--~-----~•••w-----••••------~--~-----~---~~---r•••~-----•••••~~~---~---~-----••••~~----n•••~----••••~----n••• .... Evaporator .. Cell ..... Condenser . Num Parameter Fluid Wall Aver. TimeT' Max. Sub c. ber </> Temp Temp Temp at Temp Temp f t 30 min 30 min 90 min Peak at T' 30 min (-) (h) (K) (K) (K) (min) (K) (K) ~----••••------•••~-----••••-----~---~----n•••~-----n•••~~---~"•waw----n~--~------~---~-----•••••-----•••~~----~---~~---nn•••~~-Measurement 259.0 265.0 60. 333.0 Standard 265.2 270.7 261.0 22. 337.0 9.5 n1c()mp 0.5 2. 260.6 266.5 257.4 20. 340.9 !3.4 2 T""'P,- T,, 3.0 2. 264.2 269.8 260.6 20. 334.8 10.8 4 kr:,orli~ld~ 1.0 2. 261.8 267.9 259.3 30. 328.1 6.0 5 1 -a, 3.0 2. 256.4 267.9 266.8 55. 332.7 0.6 6 11'1-:aprf/ar•y -0.2 00 262.1 269.0 261.8 25_ 336.9 15.8 7 k 9.0 2. 266.5 267.2 260.2 25_ 338.5 10.3 <'.m:rrdc 8 k,·'"""" -1.0 2. 259.6 262.5 265.4 40. 332.5 3.7 9 1-cz, 1.0 2. 262.8 269.5 263.0 25. 335.1 7.0 10 M/,m' 260.1 269.1 264.3 40. 333.7 5.2 II f...Tccf' 2. 264,2 269.0 261.2 25. 336.3 8.4 ~ ~- ~ --- r ••---- • • ~- -- ~ n • ~ ----• • ~- ---• • •---- n • • ~--- ~ • • ~- ---• • • ~- --~--~----~ • •----- n ••~---•• -~- --~ • •-- ___ ••---• • • ~---• -~- _" • -~---~• 
Table I. Effect of parameter variations on different characteristic data obtained in the simulati~n of two pull-down tcots (compare Fig;. 2 and 3). 
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7. Evaporator Inside Heat Exchange. Without influ
encing the condenser temperature the internal 
heat exchange mainly influences the evaporator wa
ll temperature. Better agreement between 
measurement and calculation is obtained by increas
ing the heat exchange coefficient to a level 
of 1000 Wjm2K. The wall temperature is decreased 
in the order of 5K in this way, at the same 
time resulting in a lK increase of the evaporation t
emperature. There is some theoretical evi-
dence for this increase because the evaporation heat 
exchange will be of the boiling type during 
the start-up phase, rather than of the convective typ
e as used in the steady state phase. 
8. Evaporator Outside Heat Exchange. A signi
ficant decrease of both the evaporator and 
condenser wall temperatures is only found for an un
realistic decrease of the heat exchange co-
efficient 
9. Evaporator VFM. Clear influences on both eva
porator and condenser wall temperatures are 
observed when the void fraction in the VFM applie
d is lowered. However, the void fraction 
has to be substantially decreased, which, automa
tically, leads to a smaller length of the 
evaporator filled with evaporating liquid. Some rem
arks on the evaporating liquid front are 
made below. 
10. Refrigerant Oil Dissolution. Effects are found w
hen the release of the refrigerant out of the oil 
is made time dependent in a numerical way; this 
implies that the refrigerant is stored in a 
hypothetic accumulator from which it is released aga
in in a controlled way. Only unrealistically 
large time delays yield noticeable influences on both
 heat exchanger temperatures. 
11. Evaporator Air Temperature Profile. The introdu
ction of a variation of the air temperature as 
a function of the evaporator length -so that the e
vaporator element behaviour is calculated 
using a varying outside heat exchange- yields a sligh
t decrease in the evaporator and condenser 
wall temperatures. The indications about the air tem
perature profile used are derived from the 
two experiments described. 
Summarizing, three parameters should be implement
ed in order to obtain better agreement between 
measurements and calculations. Although only y
ielding small influences, a time dependent 
compressor capacity and evaporator temperature pr
ofile should be included since these can be as-
sumed realistic and are partly confirmed in experim
ents. The third and only parameter to be con-
sidered for obtaining better agreement is the conden
ser VFM. 
Results of a modification of the void fraction by app
lication of equation (16) are presented in Figs. 
4 and 5. Best agreement is obtained by applying a m
ultiplication factor of two and a time constant 
of one hour to the liquid fraction, defined as one mi
nus the void fraction. 
It might be assumed that the modification applied t
o the VFM would be necessary due to the fact 
that a non-correct steady state VFM is applied. How
ever, satisfying agreement could already be 
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Fig. 6 Time dependent position of the liquid 
front in the evaporator for both pulJ,down 
tests given in Figs. 2 and 3 ("A" and "B"). 
Results are presented, which are obtained 
from both the "Blandard" and the modified 
simulation -time dependent VFM-; the 
measurement results arc also given. 
o:;; Condenser Temperature 
• = Evoporotor Tempemture 
.,. = Cell Tempernture 
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Meosured 
so 120 180 
Time (min) 
Fig. 7 Comparison of a pull-down measure-
ment ("A") and the results of a simulation 
applying a time dependent VFM and in-
creased evaporator internal heat exchange. 
concluded for the Premoli VFM applied in steady state measurements /2, 3/. Yet time dependent characteristics will be influencing the refrigerating cycle. This can indeed be explained by the fact that a large part of the more or less subcooled liquid is still in the non-equilibrium phase and should be accounted to the two phase part, thus decreasing the mean void fraction assumed. Confirmation of the above assumption for the decrease of the mean void fraction in the condenser VFM only -and not in the evaporator- can be found in the evaporating liquid front position in the evaporator. The application of the Premoli VFM model -without modification- in the evaporator yields good agreement with the measurement, which can be concluded from the curves represented in Fig. 6. 
Additionally, better agreement between the evaporator wall temperatures measured and calculated can be obtained by a substantial increase of the evaporator internal heat exchange. For a choice of a multiplication factor of four (heat exchange coefficient in the order of I 000 W /m2K) and a time constant of two hours the best agreement is obtained, which is shown in Fig. 7. When comparing the "standard" results (given in Figs. 2 and 3) it can be concluded that calculations, applying both a modified VFM and an increased evaporator heat exchange, correlate very well to the measure-ments in this way. 
5. CONCLUSIONS 
A multiple node fully implicit model for the description of a small refrigeration cycle is a must in case time dependent behaviour has to be described sufficiently accurately. This kind of model will also lead to reasonable calculation times. 
Implementation of a void fraction model (VFM) is absolutely necessary. For steady state condi-tions the Premoli VFM yields good results. However, time dependence has to be added to the VFM in order to describe the transient condenser behaviour in an acceptable way. An increase of the mean liquid contents of the condenser by a factor of three in the start-up phase proves to be re-quired. During the start-up phase a great increase of the evaporation heat transfer coefficient yields much better simulation results. Further investigation should be performed whether the increase of both the mean liquid fraction and the heat transfer coefficient should also be applied in the normal on/off functioning. 
On .the o~her hand, most steady state coef(jcients applied for a lot o~ p~enomena occurring in small refngeratmg systems, prove to be accurate enough lor a good descnptton of all transients. 
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